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John McGinnis 
What Happens Next – 06.12.2022 
 
John McGinnis: 
I'm going to talk about the change in the ideology of lawyers and how that has affected the nation and 
legal education. At the beginning of our republic, lawyers were an extremely important class.  De 
Tocqueville, the greatest observer of American society, thought that lawyers filled the function of nobles 
and princes in society. They were talented, a meritocratic class. They were going to be conservers of the 
Constitution. That’s the reason that judicial review was given to the Supreme Court.  
 
Alexander Hamilton, the most famous defender of judicial review, the idea that the court can strike 
down statutes inconsistent with the Constitution. And his argument was that it would be staffed by 
lawyers, a few who would be extremely knowledgeable, and would be bound down by rules and 
precedent and not their own preferences.  
 
For many years, there were restraints on democratic excess up through the New Deal. They also were 
very much against court packing.  
 
But then, as society changed, lawyers changed. As we had a much larger regulatory state, lawyers 
changed their interests. They no longer got their income from private law.  They got transfer payments 
for more regulations. Moreover, as the court permitted the declaration of new kinds of rights, lawyers 
saw another opportunity to be tribunes of the people, the opposite, of what they were thought in 
Tocqueville's time.  
 
The American Bar Association, the ABA, the guild of lawyers, showed its changing views. They opposed 
Robert Bork. They said he was unqualified to be on the Supreme Court, this professor at Yale Law 
School, Solicitor General of the United States, who wrote the most important book on anti-trust law. 
They endorsed Roe v. Wade, and that was a decision which, a famous supporter of abortion rights, John 
Hart Ely, said was not Constitutional law, and it showed no sense of an obligation to be so. 
 
Today, ABA resolutions look like a wish list of the Democratic Party, the minimum wage, making sure 
that biologically male athletes who identify as women can compete in women's sports. Things you might 
not think lawyers have much expertise in but certainly signal their ideological position. 
 
For a long time, the ABA has had an important part in accrediting law schools. And for the early years, 
lawyers acted like an economic guild. What they were most interested was making sure they were paid 
well, so they raised the costs of legal education, so a classic barrier to entry. 
 
The Justice Department prevented this through anti-trust laws. What the ABA has done now is shift its 
power. No longer can it interfere economically with law schools, so it does so ideologically. Already, law 
schools, lean to the left.  The ABA now requires diversity to hire people of minority races and women. 
There's pressure from the ABA to become more left wing than law schools would otherwise be. They 
also recently required that every law school has to have lectures on race. You have to have, quote, 
"cross-cultural competency," required lectures at law school. 
 
And here's what a group of senior Yale Law professors said about it. They observed that the new 
proposed requirements will institutionalize dogma. It'll mandate instructions in matters that are 
unrelated to any legal skill. One can certainly imagine their effect on legal education. Because legal 
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education are the gatekeepers of lawyers, the class that Tocqueville thought was so important to 
conserving the republic. And now this gatekeeping function is likely going to shape lawyers to be 
contrary to the conserving force that Tocqueville imagined. 
 
Larry Bernstein: 
Thanks John, for your provocative remarks. My first question is why should we care if lawyers are no 
longer the first defense for our constitution?   
 
It’s a problem insofar as there’s no other group that wants to conserve the Constitutional order. Both de 
Tocqueville and Alexander Hamilton thought the judiciary would conserve the Constitution. 
 
If you think that the Constitution needs to be conserved through judicial review, you need a class that’s 
interested in that. Judges trained by law professors that come up as lawyers.  
 
Larry Bernstein: 
Congress is filled with lawyers.  How do you compare the role of lawyers in Congress with those in the 
Judiciary? 
 
John McGinnis: 
When Alexander Hamilton talks about those who will staff the federal judiciary, he's talking about the 
most distinguished lawyers in their communities. That was certainly George Washington's sense. I think 
he would call the first people he appointed to the Supreme Court, "Continental characters," people who 
really stood out from the entire nation. And the federal judiciary do not look like your average member 
of Congress, they went to highly ranked law schools, they performed better, their careers were more 
distinguished. 
 
Lawyers in Congress perform an important function as well. You wouldn't want the people who rule us 
who are just graduates of the Harvard and Yale Law Schools. They perform an important function, but I 
don't think they perform exactly the function that Tocqueville and Alexander Hamilton thought would 
be performed by those in the federal judiciary. 
 
Larry Bernstein: 
Teachers are more liberal than the general population and they teach progressive ideas from 
kindergarten through graduate school.  I would have thought that the brightest kids in law school would 
be able to think on their own and would be more immune to radical ideas than the undergraduates or 
younger children. 
 
John McGinnis: 
We are more worried about elite law schools because professors have a lot of sway over who gets 
clerkships. That may now be changing a little with the conservative Supreme Court and the Trump 
appointees, who don't look to professors at Yale Law School for their recommendations. But I don't 
discount the power of professors. 
 
The law schools exert influence through their teaching and through their scholarship. If they're 
uniformly critical of conservative opinions that makes it seems that the court is not legitimate. 
There's a division of labor between judges who actually have to decide cases, and law professors who 
are thinking more long-term about the law. If the law professors are thinking in a way that is 
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inconsistent with conserving the Constitution, that's going to make it much harder for judges who don't 
have the time to do the deep research that law professors do. 
 
Larry Bernstein: 
Recently there was opposition to free speech by some Yale law school students. Laurence Silberman, 
Senior Judge of the DC circuit recommended that judges refrain from hiring clerks who are opposed to 
free speech.  Do you think this will help reestablish previous norms? 
 
John McGinnis: 
Any individual judge, certainly, is going to consider the character of their clerk. They don't want him or 
her to be an extremist.  
 
It's certainly reasonable for a judge to ask students about whether this behavior is correct, if they came 
from Yale Law School. And if they thought, "Oh, this is just wonderful," that might be a reason not to 
hire them, because you're giving them a mark of distinction that is going to have them play a very 
important role in the republic. 
 
Larry Bernstein: 
33 years ago, I lived in Brooklyn Heights across the street from Brooklyn Law School.  I was not enrolled 
at the law school, but I snuck into night school classes and took tax and corporations.  Unlike 
constitutional law, these were technical classes and I was unaware of any ideological aspects to the 
class. 
 
John McGinnis: 
First, you went to Brooklyn Law school, I daresay, some years ago.  
 
All law schools now want to be junior varsity Yales. At Yale Law School, you see ideology across all the 
courses today. They would think that it's a mistake to understand that private law is not as ideologically 
freighted as public law. It makes tax not just a technical course. 
 
Now, some people just want to pass the bar. They don't want to understand how tax is related to 
various philosophical theories, or corporations. And that's true, and I think there is some disconnect, 
particularly at lower-ranked schools, between what people teach and what would be most beneficial to 
their students. Now, at Yale, students want to understand the roots of any legal subject, there's 
necessarily going to be some philosophical political considerations that will make the course more 
coherent than just a set of rules. 
 
I'm sympathetic to that at high level schools. You've got to figure out the way to match your teaching to 
both the abilities and to the long-term interests of your students. It's a mistake to think, and I've sort of 
suggested this by separating out those who go to the federal judiciary and those who go to Congress, to 
think of the legal profession today as very unified. It's completely different if you're going to be at 
Sullivan & Cromwell and work on deals from Goldman Sachs, the kind of skills you need than if you're a 
housing lawyer. There’re some skills that are the same; the kind of advocacy skills I hope law schools still 
try to import. But it's a mistake for all law schools to model themselves on Yale, to have professors who 
are mostly concerned with the grand structures of laws, at the expense of focusing on the nitty gritty of 
individual rules. I don't think that's doing a service to many students. 
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Larry Bernstein: 
Judge Posner published a book entitled Divergent Paths: The Academy and the Judiciary.  In that book, 
Posner argues that the law professors’ scholarship has little relevance to the judiciary and is largely 
ignored.  Do you agree and should we care?  
 
John McGinnis: 
I think Judge Posner is largely correct, you can think of law schools as somewhere between the 
university and the bar. And what are they going to look more like a department of economics or English? 
Are they going to be teaching you legal skills? And there's no doubt that law schools have moved, even 
during my career, towards the university. And law schools hiring people with PhDs. And so they identify 
more with economics or psychology than with the practice of law, so that's not surprising that what they 
write is not likely to be as interesting to lawyers, let alone judges. So, I think that's right.  
 
Now, the one thing I think Judge Posner, who was very anti-originalist, would be unhappy with, was the 
growth of a small cadre of originalists at law schools. You see them cite it in the Supreme Court. And 
that goes back to this division of labor, because if you were trying to figure out what the original 
meaning of a provision of the constitution is, that's often rather complicated. The original meaning of 
the constitution is written in lawyer's language of the 18th century. And so that needs to be recovered. 
Law professors are very well positioned to do that and law judges and justices of the Supreme Court are 
avid consumers of legal scholarship. 
 
Larry Bernstein: 
In your opening remarks, you talked about how the ABA has become partisan. At the same time, there is 
a new conservative legal organization called the Federalist Society. Can the Federalist society be seen as 
a response to the extremism of the ABA and why are conservatives excited about it? 
 
John McGinnis: 
The Federalist Society has to be seen as a reaction to the leftward tendencies of the ABA. The Federalist 
Society, unlike the ABA doesn't rate lawyers as judges. It does create a network in the conservative legal 
movement. It works less formally, but it is a breeding ground as it were for the judges who are then 
chosen. 
 
But it also does more than that. The Federalist Society is a counter programming device at law schools. 
They send law professors to speak at law schools.  At some law schools there are very few conservatives 
who are eager to speak to their students about these issues.  
 
Larry Bernstein: 
How does the growth of the regulatory state fit into the Federalist Society’s mission? 
 
John McGinnis: 
We have a large regulatory state which has really changed the perspective of lawyers to be much more 
favorable to social change than Tocqueville and Hamilton imagined. The Federalist Society is an essential 
ideological counterbalancing to lawyers' pecuniary interest. 
 
It's one of the few organized intellectual forces on the right. Not only law schools, but the academia 
leans heavily to the left. Suddenly there's this group fanned out across the country that's something of a 
resistance movement. 
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And I think that explains why Federalist Society gets people on the left extremely excited because it 
breaks up a monopoly in the intelligentsia. 
 
Larry Bernstein: 
Next topic: the Supreme Court. The Warren Court was very liberal in expanding individual rights. And 
since the Berger was chief justice, the Supreme Court has drifted to be more conservative.  Why did this 
happen?  
 
John McGinnis: 
Since Nixon, the timing of Supreme Court retirements has been quite favorable to the Republicans and 
that's allowed them to move the court to the right. But Roe V. Wade is a Berger Court decision and is 
written by a Republican appointee, Harry Blackmun. It took a long time, and the work of organizations 
like the Federalist Society to create a counter legal culture. Judges, like Trump appointed Neil Gorsuch, 
Brett Kavanaugh, Amy Barrett, certainly knew the Federalist Society. They understood that originalism 
had become a force, a way of understanding the constitution, that intellectual infrastructure had to be 
in place for there to be a dramatic change. It's really three things. It's the presidents who are elected by 
Republicans, timing of Supreme Court retirements and death. And finally. the growth of the Federalist 
Society and like-minded groups to create a counterculture that's made this possible. 
 
And that's all came together in the Trump appointments that transformed the court. We now have a 
court that's not only leans to the right, but most importantly leans to an understanding of the 
constitution according to its original meaning. There are at least four judges who are very sympathetic 
to originalism on the court. 
 
Larry Bernstein: 
Several Republican Supreme Court appointees turned out to be much more liberal than expected. 
Eisenhower appointed Brennan and Warren, Nixon Blackmun, Reagan Kennedy, and Bush 41 Souter? 
What happened? 
 
John McGinnis: 
I absolutely think you're right; it was not enough for a Republican president to appoint a justice. There 
was no legal counterculture. There was so much cultural pressure. These justices drifted to the left. 
Blackmun migrated to become one of the most left wing justices on the court. White, maybe the one 
exception that drifted the other way. 
 
Eisenhower said he made two mistakes in his presidency and both of them are sitting on the Supreme 
Court, meaning Warren and Brennan. George W. Bush had two successes in his presidency, John Roberts 
and Samuel Alito. 
 
Another, important aspect was the Reagan administration. Few presidents have a constitutional 
perspective. The people who worked in that administration became very effective advocates for 
originalism and textualism as they went on to the judiciary. 
 
Larry Bernstein: 
George W. Bush appointed his personal lawyer Harriet Miers to the Supreme Court but the Federalist 
Society was apoplectic because they were worried that she may drift to the left like Souter, and her 
nomination failed, and she was replaced by Alito. 
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John McGinnis: 
Right. it's important to understand the Federalist Society does not take any positions on judges. The 
Federalist Society, doesn't take any positions on legislation. It's sort of interesting compared to the ABA, 
which has all these resolutions on various hot button issues. The Federalist Society never does that.  
But you're right. the Federalist Society developed standards for conservatives and Harriet Miers didn't 
meet them. 
 
And one reason she didn't meet them is she had not thought about these issues and conservatives 
recognized that she was a likely candidate for drift. The evidence from history was that people would 
drift under the pressure of the predominant legal culture to the left. And it's not surprising that Harriet 
Miers was withdrawn. It showed the power again of this legal counterculture that had developed, and 
that helped guide George W. Bush to making a second decision that turned out much better. 
 
Larry Bernstein: 
I end each episode on a note of optimism. What are you optimistic about as it relates to the legal 
academy? 
 
John McGinnis: 
(laughs) Ah. (laughs) 
 
Larry Bernstein: 
I really didn't mean to stump you. 
 
John McGinnis: 
The only way I'm optimistic about the legal academy is there is a sense, even among academics that 
they want to react against their elders. And while the younger law professors are even more left wing 
than the older law professors, there could be a group that's behind them, who will have some doubts 
about the road that they're going down just because each generation of academics wants to slay their 
elders. 
 
One other thing that might make me optimistic would be the removal of racial and ethnic preferences 
from the admissions process. I do think that some of the tensions in law schools and demands for things 
like critical race theory sparked by groups of people who are unhappy, people admitted under different 
standards who don't do as well. That’s the reason we have tests. We use the LSAT's, they're predictors 
of how well people are going to do and if they don't do as well, they're disgruntlement. This is one 
reason, not the only reason, for the movement of law schools to institutionalize diversity, equity, 
inclusion to make the culture of the law schools even more left wing than it would otherwise be. 
I predict the court is likely to get rid of affirmative action and force schools to admit people on the basis 
of merit or at least not on the basis of race, ethnicity. I think this will help create a healthier 
environment. So that's the one aspect in the short term that I'm somewhat optimistic. But mostly I'm 
hoping to stick around to see my six-year old's generation get to the legal academy. 
 


